Air China：Contract Use Clarification
Considering the recent JV with Air Canada and to help our supportive agents
better understand our contracts, Air China is pleased to issue the following
contract explanation for your review.
We would like to clarify with you, two categories of our current contracts: Net
Fares and Commissionable Fare. Please see below：

Fare Rules Clarifications
Net Fares:
• Published to selected Canadian key agents.
• Discounted fare; IT/NB allowed.
• Can only be used with through-fare.
• System auto-quote only, cannot manually input fare.
• Mark-up allowed up to 25% of base discounted fare.
• Cannot be combined with other net contract or commissionable contracts.
• Tour code must be auto-quote, cannot manually input tour code.
Commissionable Fares:
• Published to all Canadian agents.
• Commissionable with all published fares.
• No restrictions to fare basis, does not have to be through-fare.
• If booking code share, use interline rate***
• Mark up not allowed; IT/NB Not allowed.
• Not restricted by fare breaks.
• Combination allowed with up to 2 other combinable contracts; most
restrictive applies to entire itinerary; input tour code order according to
itinerary, differentiate using ‘/’.
o Example: Itinerary YVR-PEK//SIN-PEK-YVR
o Can combine ACTOT with HA9A06
o Input tour code: ACTOT/HA9A06
o Claim lowest commission between the two contracts.

Combination Clarifications for JV Net Contract
To further clarify out contract use, the net contracts HA9A02 (CA) and LA9001P (AC),
although are the same contract with the same rates and rules, they cannot be combined with
each other. Within the JV scope, HA9A02 is used for 999 tickets (CA operated and CA
marketed), while LA9001P is used for 014 tickets (AC operated and AC marketed). If the
itinerary involves both AC+CA or CA+AC, net contracts cannot be used for 999 ticket stock
and only ACTOT can be used.

Commissionable Fares Clarification
For our commissionable fares, everything within the fare box can be claimed commission on,
whether it is a surcharge or navigation fee. Everything in the tax box is non-commissionable.

Commission When Re-issuing
When re-issuing a ticket, please input both the original contract tour code and the new
contract tour code (e.g. ACTOT/HA9A06). The new ticket’s change fee is not
commissionable. However, the fare difference for the new ticket is commissionable,
commission rate based on the new contract.

Examples:
1. Tour Code: ACTOT
Commission: 806.00 * 5% = 40.30
For the itinerary below, notice that there is a fare break in BJS with a fare basis of YUS.
Since this is not a through-fare, you cannot use the net contract HA9A02 for this itinerary.
For this, please use ACTOT and claim commission on the published fare.

2. Itinerary 1:
Tour code: ACTOT/HA9A06
Commission: 929.00 * 5% = 46.45
For the itinerary below, notice that the it is an open-jaw itinerary with a third country involved.
Since net contracts cannot be combined, you cannot combine HA9A02 (CA net fares to China)
and HA9A03 (CA net fares to Beyond China). However, ACTOT can be combined with the
contract HA9A06, so the itinerary below will need the corresponding tour codes.

Itinerary 2:
Tour code: HA9A06/ACTOT
Commission: 903.00 * 5% = 45.15

3. Tour code: ACTOT/HA9A06
Commission: 1081.00 * 3% = 32.43
For the itinerary below, we have YUL-PEK (Canada-China), then open jaw and return from
HKG-PEK-YUL (Beyond China). Similar to example #2, this itinerary uses ACTOT/HA9A06,
most restrictive applies. (Please note that in this example, the HA9A06’s interline rate of 3%
will be claimed on the entire itinerary as it is the lowest.)

4. Tour code: ACTOT
Commission: 1096.00 * 2.5% = 27.40
For the itinerary below, there is a stop-over in PEK followed by an MU flight. Since the
itinerary is within JV scope of Canada-China, the contract to use is ACTOT and use an
interline rate because MU is involved in one of the sectors.

5. Tour code: ACTOT/HA9A06
Commission: 1058.00 * 2.5% = 26.45
For the itinerary below, there is a stop-over in PEK followed by MU flight on the outbound.
For that, commission can be claimed on ACTOT interline rate. The inbound is from beyond
China on genuine CA flights, which satisfies the combination restriction of HA9A06. As such,
the tour code we use for the below itinerary is ACTOT/HA9A06, most restrictive rule
applies.(Please note that in this example, the interline rate of 2.5% will be claimed on the
entire itinerary as it is the lowest.)

6. Tour Code: HA9A06
Commission: 2220.00 * 3% = 66.60
For the itinerary below, the outbound destination is HKG, return is from HKG. If all sectors
were on CA, you can use HA9A06 (online rate 5%). However, since we have two sectors on
KA,The interline rate of HA9A06 (3%) applies to the entire itinerary.

7. Tour code:
Commission: 0
The itinerary below, due to having a CX segment from HKG-TPE, it does not satisfy the
restrictions of any contracts we have, so no contract can be used and commission is 0%.
(ACTOT is for China-Canada ONLY so if there is a destination beyond China, a different
contract needs to be combined. HA9A06 only allows CA genuine flights and not CX, so
HA9A06 cannot be used for combination in this case.)

8. Tour Code:
Commission: 0
For the itinerary below, segment YULPVG & PVGYUL is not a CA operated flight, it does not
apply to HA9A06, commission will be 0.

9. Tour code:
Comission: 0

The itinerary below, YULPVG is not a CA operated flight, it does not apply to HA9A06,
commission will be 0.

